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What Do I Lead (Overview)? 

Before choosing a lead based on what you have in your own hand, It’s important to consider the auction independently.  In priority order: 

• Lead partner’s suit, if partner has bid one 

• Otherwise, tend to lead unbid suits.  If leading an opponent’s suit, prefer to lead dummy’s suit rather than declarer’s suit: “Lead 

through strength, up to weakness.” 

• At NT, lead your longest and strongest suit 

• At a suit contract: 

• Consider leading a singleton (or possibly a doubleton) if you think you might get a ruff 

• Don’t lead a suit headed by the ace unless it also has the king 

• Only lead trump with a reason to do so (e.g. to cut down dummy’s ruffing power) 

• Generally prefer a safer suit (e.g. one with an honor sequence) over a more aggressive suit (e.g. leading away from an honor) 

 

Once you’ve considered which suits might be attractive to lead, you can look at the candidate suits in your hand for further guidance.  With-

in a suit, these are guidelines on which card to lead.  

• Lead the top of an honor sequence: A from AK, K from KQT9, Q from QJ93, T from T93.  Honor sequences are often attractive leads at 

suit contracts, even with short sequences (e.g. AKx or KQT).  At NT, you prefer to have a longer suit and a stronger honor sequences 

(e.g. AKJT, QJ963, JT92).  Exception: At NT, if you lead a suit with a weak honor sequence (e.g. KQ98 or QJ843), lead 4th.  At a suit, lead 

the top honor. 

• Lead 4th best from length.  With only 3, lead your smallest card.   

• Lead high from a doubleton: 9 from 95, Q from Q2, 3 from 32. 

• Lead the top of an interior honor sequence: J from KJT6, T from QT986.   

• Note that partner can easily misread your holding and may play the wrong card. 

• Note that this only applies with a single higher honor, and only down to the T: not KJ987  and not K986 (lead 4th).   

 

Example: You hold } 74 { T9853  [ KQ  ] A764.  What will you lead with the following auctions? 

1. (1NT) - All Pass? 

2. (1NT) - P - (6NT) - AP? 

3. Starting with LHO: (1C) - 1S - (1NT) - P - (3NT) - AP? 

4. Starting with LHO: (1H) - P - (1NT) - P - (2NT) - P (3NT) - AP? 

 

Example: You hold: } 743 { Q75  [ Q85  ] KQ52 and they land in 4 spades.  What will you lead if: 

5. They bid all 4 suits during the auction? 

6. Your partner overcalled in diamonds during the auction? 

7. Both opponents showed clubs in addition to spades during the auction? 

8. The only suit bid  in the auction was spades? 

Which Suit? 

Which Card? 

Examples 

Answers: 1) HT 2) DK 3) S7 4) C4 5) S3 / trumps 6) D5 7) H5, attacking before hearts tricks disappear 8) CK 

The opening lead is both the most important card for the defense 
and the one played when you have the least information available. 

* No one makes the right lead every time! *  


